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Xntroduotlon
In this thesis I have attempted to compile some
of the modern methods, techniques, and devices for teach
ing English in the high school.
I have noticed particularly here at Prairie
View that in a majority of oases a higher standard of
work might bs perfected, if our students had a better
background in the fundamentals of English.

Those things upon

which the success of our English courses and others, too,
must be built.
The suggestions herein have been token from copies
of periodicals subscribed for by our library.

Many of

these techniques, methods, and devices are the results of
experiments that have been tried.

The articles are sum

marized for the hope of fulfilling the following objectives:
1.

To summarize under on© caption some of the latest and
Most modern methods and devices as found in current
periodicals•

2.

To give to beginning teachers a summary of some help
ful devices which will aid them in carrying out a
successful program in their work in English.

3.

To arouse initiative on the part of teachers to do
better work.

4.

To stimulate teachers to do further work toward
developing other devices end techniques in the teach
ing of English.

PART I

STUDIES, METHODS, DEVICES
AND TECHNI TTS3
FOR
TEACHING GRAMMAR

0
000
0

PARTS OP SPEECH
Outline for the Teaching of Noun a

Kinds, or Classes
A.

Common
1.
2.
3.
4.

Note:
B.

Concretes boy, tree, house
Abstract: goodness, honesty
Collective: herd, herds, jury, juries
Verbals singing, doing
(Any word preceded by "the" and followed by
is a noun)

wof"

Proper
1.
2.
3.

Simple proper: Chicago
Complex proper: Lord Alfred Tennyson
Compound proper: Saint Louis

Properties of Nouns
A.

Person
1.
2.
3.

B.

First person (speaker)
Second person (spoken to)
Third person (spoken of)

Number
1. Singular (one)
2. Plural (more than one)

C.

Gender
1.
2.
3*
4.

D.

Masculine (male)
Feminine (female)
Common (either male or female)
Neuter (neither male nor female)

Case
1.
2.
3.

Nominative
Possessive
Objective
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Five ways of Forming the Plural of Nouns
1.

By adding "s":

toy, boys

2.

By adding "es":

3.

Nouns ending in "y" preceded by a consonant change the
••yn
"ies": lady, ladies, (Exceptions: solilociuy,
colloquy, abloquy) Nouns ending in Myw preceded by a
vowel (a, e, i, o, u) add "s" only: chimney, chimneys,

4.

Eleven nouns ending in "f" and three in "fe" change the
«f" to "ves": beef, calf, elf, wolf, self, shelf, leaf,
half, loaf, thief, knife, wife, life, (To remember the
three ending in "fe* say "A man took the "life" of his
"wife* with a "knife".)

5.

Eleven nouns form their plurals without "s" or "es".
Four human beings: child, children; brother, brethren
(of a society); man, men; woman, women.
Five animals: ox, oxen; cow, kine (in the Bible and
poetry); goose, geese; louse, lice; mouse, mice.
Two parts of the body: foot, feet; tooth, teeth.

box, boxes

Three Ways of Distinguishing Gender
1.

BF a difference of termination:

2.

By joining saae distinguishing word:
lady.,

3.

By use of a different word:

0

000

0

emperor, empress.
landlord, land

boy, girl.
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Outline for the Teaching of prononna

I.

Kinds, or Classes
A.

B.

II.

Personal
1.

Simple personal (28) : I, my, mine, me, we,
our, ours, us, thou, thy, thine, thee, ye,
you, your, yours, he, his, him, she, her,
hers, it, its, they, their, theirs, them.

2.

Compound personal (9): myself, ourselves
(ourself), thyself, yourself, yourselves,
himself, herself, itself, themselves.

Relative
1.

Simple relative: who, whose, whom, which,
that, what, Cas,(hut).

2.

Compound relative: whose, whosoever, whom
soever, whatsoever, whiohever, whichsoever,
et cetera.

C.

Interrogative:

who, whose, whom, which, what

D.

Twenty-eight adjective pronouns
1.

Demonstrative:

this, that, these, those.

2.

Indefinite: one, some, any, either, neither,
anyone, someone, certain, divors, little, few,
several, none, much, more, most, all, many, no
one, each, others, another.

3.

Reciprocal:

each other, one another

Properties of Pronouns
The properties of pronouns are the same as
those of nouns.

To decline a pronoun is to give all

the information required, with the exception of its
use in the sentence, or clause, which a knowledge and

application of the rules of syntax will complete.
Syntax;

"The pronoun must agree with its

antecedent in person, number, and gender, but not in
case.

Personal pronouns
In a recent study of "oomrnon errors" in English
the incorrect use of personal pronouns came very high on
the list.
Remember after a preposition or a transitive verb
always use the objective form of the pronoun.

Always avoid

the apostrophe (•) in "its" unless it is an abbreviation
for "it is".
Uses of the nominative Forms—The Nominative
forms of personal pronouns, "I", "we", "thou", "he", "she",
"they" are used mainly in the following constructions:
1. Subject of a verb, as: I am here. We are traveling.
He came. She works. They live in Richmond.
2.

Attribute complement, as: Is it I? It was not we^
Was it he? I think it was she. Uo, it was they.

3.

Vocative, as:

4.

Nominative absolute, as:
nothing about it".

"0 thou, who hearest prayer".
"He being there, we said

-6-
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Uses of the Objective Forms
The objective forms of the personal pronouns
"we", "us," "thee", "him", "her", "them",—are used
mainly in the following constructions:
A.

Direct object, as:

"Help us, o Lord."

B.

Indirect object, as:

C.

Object of preposition, as:
and me."

"That is between you

D.

Subject of infinitive, as:

"Did you see him fall?"

"Give me your book".

Relative Pronouns
"t

•

5

;
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Who, Which, What, and That
The relative pronouns are so called because they
refer or relate to a noun or another pronoun in the same
sentence.

Sinoe this noun or pronoun Is generally placed

before the relative in the sentence, It is called the
antecedent ("one going before") of the relative.
Szample—:
bestowed."

"The gift which you ask shall be

"Gift" is the antecedent of the relative

pronoun, "which".
Uses

of the Relative Pronoun—
The relative pronoun introduces a separate clause

which has a subject and predicate of its own and which

-7-

desoribes or limits the antecedent: as, The man that you
saw flew across the Atlantic.

"Man" is the antecedent;

"that" is the relative pronoun; "that you saw" is a
relative clause used as an adjective modifying "man*.
In the sentence, "I know what he thinks," we
have a relative clause used as a noun object of the verb
"know".
Relative pronouns are used only in what we call
oomplex sentences, that is, sentences which are made up of
one simple sentence (or olause) and one or more dependent
clauses.

Example:

"This vine, which has been growing

for three years, bears no fruit."
"which has

The relative clause is

bean growing for three years".

This relative

olause is said to be dependent because it does not make
complete sense by itself•

Use of "who"--Who is generally used with reference to
persons—as, "The man who works sucoeeds."
g8e of "which"—Which is generally used with reference to
things—as, "We have the book which he wrote".
g3e of "that"—That is a very general relative and refers
to either persons or things, and to more than one—as,
"She is one of the best women that ever lived"; "Heavy is
the head that wears the crown"•

Use of "what"—What is a compound relative and equivalent
to that which.

what is not used of persons—as,

(that which) you say is true.

hat

I saw what (that which)

he was doing.
A great deal of confusion often results in the
use of "who" and "whom".

This explanation should suffice.

In spoken English "whom" as an interrogative form, has
been practically abandoned.

In literary English and in

conversation of persons who use correct English "who" is
used only in nominative relations, and "whom" in objective
relations.
Examples—»f"Who is that?"
"By whom was this written?"

"Whom did you see?"

"Whom are you making that

present for?"
- Exercise Insert "who" or "whom" in the following:
1.

do you mean?

2.

will you invite?

g#

I don't know _________ will furnish the material.

4.

have we here?

5.
6.

I do not know

_____

ask for*

do you think I am?

-9-

- Supplementary zeroises -

Insert the proper forms of pronouns In each blank
and give the reason for your choice.
I.
1.

Who will go?

2.

He is taller than

3.

She knew it to be

4.

He is not as old as

5.

Wait for Jack and

I, Me

.

•
.
.
II. We, Us

1.

He knew it was

2.

It was

f

.

whom you saw.

3. ________ boys are going skating.
4.

He took a picture of

5.

That is between

girls sitting in the boat.
•

III.

He, Him, or She, Her

1.

I knew it was

•

2.

It must have been

3.

It makes no difference to either you or

4.

If I were

5.

I knew it to be

•

, I would not go.
_•

*
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Outline for the Teaching: of Verb Parsing
I.

Regular or Irregular
A regular verb is one that forms its past
tense and past participle by adding "d" or "edn to
the present:

love, loved*

regular is irregular*

A verb that is not

(There are about 7,800

regular verbs and 200 irregular verbs in the English
language.)
II.

Principal Parts
The principal parts of a verb are its present
indicative, past indicative, and past, or perfect partl
oiple:

Ill*

see, saw, seen.

Transitive or Intransitive
A*

When the subject is the actor and the verb has an
object, the verb is transitive active. Columbus
discoveredAmerlea•

B.

When the subject is not the actor, the verb Is
transitive passive: America was discovered by
Columbus•

C*

When the subject is the actor and the verb has no
object, the verb Is intransitive and has no voice:
The rain is falling.

D.

Voice—Active, Passive
Voice is that form of a transitive verb
that tells whether the subject is the actor or is
acted upon. Intransitive verbs, therefore, have
no voice.

-11-

Mode—Xndi oat iv e, Subjunctive, Imperative.
Mode is the manner in which the action,
being, or state of being isrepresented.
1.

The Indicative lode asserts a thing or asks
a question. It is found in declarative, inter
rogative, and exclamatory sentences.

2.

The Subjunctive Mode asserts a thing as doubt
ful or conditional. It is so called because
it is found in subjoined, or dependent clauses.
It is never found in simple sentences.

Tense: Present (now), Past (yesterday), Future
(tomorrow), Present Perfect (just finished),
Past Perfect (finished yesterday), Future Perfect
finished tomorrow).
Tense denotes the time of an action or
event.
1.

Present tense denotes present time.

2.

Past tense denotes past time.

3.

Future tense denotes future time, "shall" or
"will" as helping verbs are the signs of the
future tense.

4.

Present perfect tense denotes what is past and
finished, but is connected with the present.
"Have" and "has" as helping verbs are the signs
of the present perfect tense.

5.

Past perfect tense denotes what is past and
finished, before some other event, which is
also past. fTf!a£" as a helping verb is the
sign of the past perfect tense.

6.

Future perfect tense denotes future time
completed in the future. "Shall have
will
have" as helping verbs are the signs of the
future perfect tense.

Person——First, second, Third

12

1. First person denotes the speaker: I.

H.

2.

Second person denotes the person gpoken to or
f!?33ed* y°u» Your (the understood subject
or -the verb In the Imperative mode Is always
In the second person.)

3.

Third person denotes the thing or the person
spoken of: He, she, it.

HUmber—Singular, Plural
1.

Singular number denotes one only.

2.

Plural number denotes more than one, whether it
be two or two million.

Suggested Exercise Forms In Verb study
These three little words are often used incorrectly
by the boys and girls of grade and junior high school.

It

will help you to use them correctly when you speak if you
study and remember:
Name them.

The word see has three parts of forms.
•rnmmrnmmm

Eaoh part is used in speaking of the time an

action takes place.

This means that you see something right

now or at the present time.
before the time

You saw something yesterday or

that you are speaking about it.

always used with a helper.

Seen is

The helpers that are used with

seen are has, have, had, is, are, was, were.

You will have

13-

to think carefully because ether words

may be plaoed

between seen and the helper,
Fill the blanks in the following sentences with
the correct form of the word see.

Remember to watch for

helpers,
1.

On my way to sohool I _______ John.

2.

He did not

me.

3. I have
4.

Have you ______ the new clock?

5. We
6.

him many times.

it in the hall yesterday.

A oat can

in the dark.

7. I shall

the baseball game Friday.

8. I have never

a game.

9. We were _____ by the hunters.
10. Mother
11. Have you
12. I
13. I can not
14. Who has
15.

Joe

them in the woods.
our new radio?
it last night.
the blackboard.
my pencil?
the pencil on the floor at recess.

16. The girls _____ the traffic accident last night.
17.

We did not ________ ^t.

18. we

the people running across the street.

19. The Maypole Dance was the most beautiful I ever
20. We

Mary in the hall a moment ago.

-14-

Key for Scoring:
see

11.

seen

16.

saw

see

7.

see

12.

saw

17.

see

3. seen

8.

seen

13.

see

18.

saw

4. 3een

9.

seen

14.

seen

19.

saw

saw

15.

saw

20.

saw

2.

5. saw

•

6.

o
H

1. saw

After the completion of the a hove language tests, the
teaoher may well ask for the children to make test of their own
oovering theso sane subjects*

For example, ask the class to

make twenty questions covering correct use of the verb "to eat",
such as (1) I will go after I have

my dinner. (2)

We

our breakfast before coming to school.
It will help in making such a test if the teacher
will take five minutes with the class to discuss verbs often
incorrectly used.

A list of such verbs may be put on the

board and the children asked to compile the sentences daring
one of their study periods.

For a second study period, later

in the day, the tests may be exchanged and each student asked
to prepare the te3t given to him by his classmate.

-15-

Go, Went, Gone
The verb '"to go" is one of those little words that
hoys and girls often use inoorreotly.
What ere they?

It has three parts.

Each part is used to indieate when the

action takes place.

Tou will be able to use these three

parts correctly if you remember:

Go is used to show that

you go right now or present time.

Went is used to indicate

that you went somewhere yesterday or before the time you are
speaking about it.

Gone always needs one of these helpers:

has, had, have, is, are, was, were.

Think carefully because

other words may come between gone and the helper.
Try to be the first in your olass to make a perfect
score in using the different parts of go correctly.

Fill in

the blank spaces in the following sentences with the correct
part of go.

Remember to watoh for helpers.

1.

Did you see where they

?

2.

They have _____ to the garage.

3.

You may _____ when you are ready

4.

Where have all the children

5. My brother and I
The stranger has
I

9

on a picnic.
_•

into the old house.

-16-

8*

will you

with me?

9. I overtook her before I had

two blocks.

10.

we saw you before you

home.

11.

We immediately

12.

Who has

13.

Do you know where my cap has

14.

John has

15.

When did he

16.

He

17.

X do not know where Miss Jones

•

18. Does anyone know where she has

?

home.
for help?
?

for help.
?

onme time ago.

19. Please

to the door.

20. You may

after I go to the garden.

Key for Scoring:
6.

gone

11. went

16. went

2. gone

7. went

12. gone

17. went

3.

8.

go

13. gone

18. gone

9.

gone

14. gone

19. go

went

15.

go

4. gone

e

5. went

o
H

1. went

go

20. go
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Outllne for the Teaching of Adjectives
*

f

I. Definition:

"Adjectives tell the kind of noun, as,

great, small, pretty, white, or brown,"
II.

Kinds, or classes of adjectives
A.

B.

III,

IV.

V.

qualifying
1.

Descriptive:

red, little

2.

Participial:

crowing, running

3.

Proper: (proper noun3 used like adjectives)
American flag,

Limiting
1.

Articles:

Definite—the; Indefinite—a, an.

2.

Demonstrative:

this, that, these, those, yonder.

3.

Interrogative;

what, whioh

4.

Indefinite:

5.

Numeral

somo, another

one, seven

a.

Cardinal:

b.

Ordinal:

c.

Ettltiplioative:

first, seventh

four-fold, seven-fold

Comparison
A.

Positive degree (one only)

B.

Comparative degree (two only)

C.

Superlative degree (more than two)

Syntax: Adjectives and participle must belon.,
some noun or pronoun.
Position in sentence

-18-

A.

Adherent;

led applea grow in our garden.

B.

Appositive:
garden.

C.

Predicate;

Applea, red and yellow, grow in our
The apples are red.

0
000

0
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Cmtllrte for Teaching Prepositions

Definition:

I,

"The preposition stands before a noun,

"v>

as in or through the door."
II.

Kinds, or Classes
A.

Simple:

at, across, along, around, after, among,

athwart, amidst, against, alongside, by, beside,
besides, before, behind, beneath, below, but,
betwixt, beyond, concerning, down, during, except,
for, from, in, into, like, notwithstanding, over,
of, out, pending.
B.

Compound:

as to, according to, as for, away from,

because of, but for, but from, down from, except
for, from off, from out, out of, out from.
Ill*

Syntax:

A preposition is used to show the relation

between its object and the word on whioh the latter
depends.
IT.

Comment:

The object of a preposition may be a noun,

a pronoun, or a phrase or clause used like a noun.
The word on which the preposition depends may bo a
noun, a verb, or a predicate adjective.

- Some Suggestions in the Teaching of prepositions When a prepositional phrase is joined to a
derivative word the preposition and the prefix of the

20-

derivative word should as a general rule agree in meaning:
as, adjunct to, divert from, expel from, or out of.
Our language being destitute of inflections, the
relations of words are largely known by means of prepositions.
It is very important that we know how to use these properly.
The following prepositions are often misused: in,
on, at, by, to, into, unto, toward, towards, from, between,
among, of, beside, upon, off.
In, at, on, by, generally imply rest.
To, into, unto, toward, towards, from, imply
motion with direction.
Between is used of two objects,

Among, of a

greater number.
Beside, besides, the former used in the sense of
"by the aide of;" the latter, "In addition to".
Upon should be used with the accompanying sense
of height; also in the sense of after; as, Upon hearing
the news, we sent you word.
"Off of" is incorrect.

Say, "He fell off the roof ,

not "off of*.

- Classification of Phrases I*

Classification
A.

According to structure

21-

B.

1,

Prepositional

2,

Infinitive

3,

Participial

According to use
1.

Noun

2.

Adjectival

3.

Adverbial

4.

Independent

- Rules of Syntax 1.

A noun or a pronoun used is the subject of a finite
verb must be in the nominative case.
Example--The sun is shining.

2.

The verb "be", and its parts take th8 same case after
it as before it.
Example—Nominative after the vorb "be"
She Is my friend.
Example—objective after the infinitive "to be"
They asked hira to be ruler.
Example——Nominative after the infinitive 'to be
He wanted to be king.

3.

A pronoun raust agree with its antecedent in person,
number, gender, but not in case.
•xample-- The boy lost his ball.

-22<

4*

The verb must agree with its subject in person and
number •
Example—That soldier is brave and bold.

5.

An adjective or a partieiple must belong to some noun or
pronoun.
a.

Beautiful flowers

grow in ray garden.

b. The boy, running across the streat, fell down.
6.

A noun or a pronoun used to explain or identify another
noun or pronoun without the use of the verb "be" or its
parts, or being repeated merely to show emphasis, is
put by apposition in the same case.
Example—Nominative in apposition
Edison, the inventor. is an Amerioan.
Example—Objective in apposition
I met Edison, the Inventor.

7.

A noun or a pronoun used to limit another noun by
denoting possession or ownership must be in the
Possessive
case.
Example—Ee

8*

is your friend.

A noun or a pronoun used as the object of a transitive
verb or verbal must be in the objective case. (The
verbals are participles, infinitives, and gerunds, j
Note: To find the object of the verb, ask "what or
"whom" after the transitive verb.
Example—Object of the verb
Columbus discovered America.
Example—Object of the infinitive
He wanted to find a new world.
Example—objective of the participle
Wanting a new world, he saihd.
Example—Object of the gerund
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wanting a new world led Columbus to discover Amerioa
9.

An adverb must belong to some verb, verbal, adjective,
or other adverb
Examplea—
Adverb belonging to a verb:

He runs fast.

Adverb belonging to an adverb:

He runs very fast.

Adverb belonging to an adjective:

He is very little

Adverb belonging to an infinitive: To speak clearly
is commendable.
Adverb belonging to a participle: Speaking clearly,
he become an orator.
10.

The nominative case by address and the interjection have
no grammatical relation to the other parts of the
sentence. (The nominative by address, together
its modifiers, if any, are set off from the rest of
the sentence by a comma or eomaas. -he noml
address is always in the second person, a
In imperative santenca3»
Sxangple—»HoEiinativa by address:
Romeo. why art thou Romeo?
Example—Interjection:
Hurrah! the day is ours.

11.

Co-ordinate conjunctions are used to connect
elements.
Examples:
Emerson and Lowell are American authors.
"And** connects two adjectives.
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Ee studios long and earnestly*
"And" connects two adverbs*
12.

13.

When a verb or a pronoun relates to two or more nouns
connected by a co-ordinate conjunction
a.

If it agrees with them taken conjointly, it must
be in the plural number: Chaucer and Spenoer are
•English poets*

b.

Bit if it agrees with them taken separately, it
must be of the same number as the noun or the
pronoun which stands next to it: Mary or I am
going* The boy or his brother is going.

c.

If it agrees with one and not the other, it must
take the number of that one: Mary, but not her
brothers, is going.

A preposition is used to show the relation of its
object to the v/ord cn which the latter depends.
Example—The flowers are in the garden.

14.

a noun or pronoun used as an object of a preposition
must be in the objective case.
Example—'Roses bloom in the springtime.

15.

Subordinate conjunctions are used to join dissimilar
elements (Subordinate conjunctions are found in oompiox
or complex-compound sentences only.
Example—He knows that it i_s not true.

13.

The subject of the infinitive, when expressed is in the
objective case.
Sample—They a3ked him.

17•

Nouns of tins, space. and measurement wh.n aodlfl.d ty
adjeotlveTOT-a TH%e objeetlw f°ihSiTIs.
or preposition, and are called adverbiu
Example- —The lawyer smiled that afternoon.
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18.

A noun or pronoun is said to be in the nominative
absolute when followed by a participle expressed or
understood• Its case is not affected by any other word
in the sentence,
Sxample—Hope being lost, all was lost.

19.

A noun used merely as an exclamation is oalled nominative
of exclamation.
Example—La Loupe 1

20.

I never heard of the plaoel

The indirect object of the transitive verb is in the
objective case.
Example—He gave his sister the book.

21.

When, a verb in the active voice having both a direct
and an indirect object it is changed to the passive
voice; the indirect object becomes the subject of the
passive verb, and the direct object becomes the retalned object.
Example—His sister was given the book by him.

- Rules of punctuation Professor Leonard of the university of Wisconsin
made a study of the changes in the English language.

He

found that rules of punctuation and grammar were not made so
long ago because the language is constantly changing'
Opinions were solicited of 373 Judges which
included publishers, magazine editors, business men, gr
ians, linguists, and teachers in school and college,
conclusions of these persons

concerning what r

punctuation should be taught were:
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I, The members of a series should be separated by
commas*
II. There should be punctuation between the clauses of a
compound sentence*
III. Parenthetical matter should be indicated by punctu

ation.
IV. Dates and addresses demand certain punotuations—

comma between city and state, and between date end
year.

0
000
0
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Example of Survey Examination In ^i^v.
F.111 the blanks with words telling how;
1. The zebra ran very
2.

.

John's horse walked

«

3. The baby yelled

.

4. Mary wrote

.

5. The frog croaked

.

6. The kitten mewed

.

7. The robin sang

.

8. Roosters crow
9. Dogs bark
10.

.
.

Bears growl

•

11. The woman spoke

•

12. The little girl plays

«

Fill the blanks with words telling where:
1. Tom went into

.

2. William rowed

.

3. The chicken ran

•

4. The child walked
5. The tramp went
raced

.
.

6*

The boys

7«

The colt galloped

_•

8*

Dr. Smith went to

.

Her cousin caiae from

.

•
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10.

W# are going to

.

11.

They wore coming from

12.

Let us go to

•

13. She has been to
14.

.

•

Aunt Laura had been

•

Fill blanks with words telling when:
1.

Marion may come

•

2.

I saw iiim

3.

We heard a thrush

4.

Unola Thad came

5.

Fred is going

.
•

•

6. Several went away
7.

She may work

.

8.

The doctor will come

«

Fill the blanks with words telling why, (as
see, to hear, to write, to bake, to gather, to sweep
eat, to drink)j
1*

Let's go

2.

He stayed

to see his mother.

3.

We intend

our English.

3.

the new baby*

Mildred tried

_ her hose.

James wants

the bronco.
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6.

They hope

7.

I like

sorae violets,
fresh milk.

8. le went ______ their radio,
9.

Tou ought _____ raore vegetables,

10,

She hastened

ya*4*

11,

Mother wants ______ a oake now,

12,

Do you like

fairy tales?

Fill the blanks with words telling what:
1.

We saw

and

in the pall.

2.

she bought

3.

Did you have

and

4.

I ftRn gather

and

5.

You may find

and

and

at the store.
for dinner?
n

6.

have tusks and trunks •

7.

hav© fur and claws*

Q-m

have scales and fins.

9.

have heaks and wings.

10.

have horns and hoofs.

U.

have leaves and buds.
Fill the blanks

1,

An

in our garden.
on the baroh.

with words telling whose.

*s eyes are large.
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2.

A

*s stripes ire black.

3.

A

*s face is funny.

4.

A

*s beak is sharp.

5.

A

*s ears are long.

6.

The

7.

A

8.

The

*s rattle is blue.

9. The

*s kite was green.

*s book was new.
*3 den is over there.

10. The

*s doll was celluloid.

11. The

*s oalf was spotted.

12. Our

*s desk is near the blackboard

Capitalize and

punctuate these sentences:

1.

mother, may lula and i go to boston too

2.

no you must stay with aunt grace daughter

5*

you must help her preserve apples grapes and fie,3

4.

harry ben and billie will help you and lula

5.

i will return next Saturday July 6 and bring bettie

4*

o how much fun you will have then
monday morning we all will go to 3oe unole n

8*

grandmother harvey and grandpa ma3on may be there

9. we shall go fishing in cousin oharleys boat
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Use quotation marks wherever needed in these:
1.

Haven • t ycu read Treasure Island?

2.

Joel 0. Harris named his home The wren's Nest.

3.

Do you subscribe for The Youth's Companion?

4.

Little Women is Miss Alcott's best book.

5. Hun her©, sister, and see the strange bird! cried Bob.
3.

Where is

it, Hobble?

asked Ruth.

7.

Crusoe's parrot said, Poor Robin Crusoe!

8.

Friday said, All things say 0 to Cod,

9.

Children, said the teacher, you must march better.

10, Please come and play with me begged the Brook.
11*

I must gather honey now buzzed the Bee.

12. We shall sail tomorrow on the new yacht 3ea Maiden,

Fill blanks with correct combinations:
!• Won't you play with {he and I) {him and me)?
2»

She must wait for {me and her) (her and me),
7e saw {she and he) (her and him) there,

*• Miss Smith said (me and you) (you and I) could go.
5'

I told them that (I and you) (you and

I) would be

there.
hat did (her and them) (she and thay) do abo
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Correct the following sentences:
1. You ain't got no money nohow.

2.

Jim seen hira when he done that.

3. Wasn't you goin* to see than hears?
4. fain't time to be goin' yit.
5. Teacher, can Tom set with rae?

3. Who drawed that there map?
7. He's done done his spelling lesson.

8. Ain't ycu 3®en nobody pass here today?
9. Mine looks better than his'n, don't it?
10. Them girls hadn't orter whisper.
11. He don't know no better nohow.
12. They must have went before we come.
13.

Ain't you got- no more sense than to say 'loiowed ?

14. Miss Gray learned us net to say *1 have wrote*.
15. she written to us that she wasn't comic* •
16. Luke don't know how tc git them problems.

0

000
0

PAST II
TUDr3, i;>$T«CDS, DEFICIT
AND TECHNIQUES
FOR
TEACHING COMPOSITION

0
000
0
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A Suggested Approach to Narrative Writing

The difficulties which spring up and affright
many students in courses of composition when they are asked
to write narratives are often the result of faulty appraoch
to the form by their teachers.

The approach through a dis

cussion of technique, often brought on by a reading of an
assignment in a rhetoric used as a textbook, is wrong, be
cause it raises problems which the student has not yet met,
and cannot know intimately.

The knowledge that there are

problems he will meet when he writes makes those problems
loom greater, become portentous and almost overwhelming,
when he sits to write his first "story." Any approach
which will avoid suoh disturbance in minds are preferable,
psychological, and practical.
In the writing of narratives students should
feel at home.

The teacher of oomposition must depend upon

the casual recounts of action on the campus for the link
between the student*s present ability and the full bodied
narratives he is to be taught to write.
It must be strongly emphasized that the subj
matter of narratives should be the life that the s
knows intimately.
r®gardless

The story of personal experience

of how brief and trivial when

-told in

re

°ntline, should be oonsidered as possible raw notarial
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a fully developed story written for an assignment. The
students must he encouraged to write only of what they
Know well, and render with convincing reality. No con
siderations of form and technique should obtrude upon the
students' work until he has discovered for himself his own
need for the practical knowledge of technique.
The writer of narratives is required to do only
two things*

he must select material in which he discerns

a significance which can be communicated to his readers;
and he must Interest those readers not merely by what he
writes, but by how he writes it. The teacher of narrative
should take espeoial care to direct the student's par
ticular attention to the importance of the fir3t require
ment.
This approach will place more work and responsi
bility on the teaoher. Reading in a rhetoric to be
to give technical knowledge will not suffioe. It will be
neoessary to watch the students* work very closely, and
te able to recognize when they are ready for the
they know will be of use to th«a.

0
000
0
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Self-Direction In Eighth Grade English

- An Experiment "Tomorrow bring in some suggestions as to what
you would like to do in English for our next unit of work."
This statement was made

by the teaoher of an eighth grade

English class.
The suggestions were carefully noted. Then, the
olass was asked to eleot a chairman who they thought could
control and direot the olass.

The chairman's duties,

privileges, and restrictions were next outlined:
1.

Serve one week of class periods.

2.

Be able to give specific instructions to class
members concerning olass and outside work.

3.

He must have a definite idea of assigned work
and knowledge of how to direct the eftacuive
realization of the work.

4.

He must see to the election and appointment of a
new chairman at the end of his week.
From the fourth duty arose the matter of oon-

fareiiees

between the new and old chairman.
The first topic chosen for discussion on this

Plan was the short Story.
1* Parts of a story

The outline included
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A.

Beginning

B.

Middle

C.

2nd

II. Mechanical devices used in story-telling
A,

Character description

B. Place
0.

Time

D.

Action

IE.

Conversation

P.

Character*s thoughts

0.

Narration.

III. Pined Work:

Tests—varied

A.

Original 3tories (written)

B.

Group story writing

C.

Criticisms of stories

Notes

The student was allowed to
preferred way of making a oontr
final examination.

as the

Result (moat obvious)
Ability of the group as a whole to set up
olearly defined practical, and possible goal
It by concerted cation growing out of individual ef

^
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tPirpwylment in Remedial English

The composition oourse was composed of a variety
of types of pupils:
a.

low ability

b.

high degree of intelligence

c.

deficient in simple tools.

Such a condition resulted in a number of failures in this
oourse of English I which was required. Such a condition
made a large number of students in this oourse, because
the oourse must be passed in satisfactorily before taking
an advanoed course.
- Approach The pupils were segregated according to de
fioienoy.

It was concluded that the course assignments

needed to be of a variety and shorter, so the following
prooodure was used:
I* Ten minutes—spelling
II. Ten minutes—correct usage, diction
III. Twenty minutes—writing
familiar topic.

-sentenoe paragr P

three

Subject-matter used in the course
!•

Copying
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Summaries
III. Dictation
17, paragraphs
V, Letters, announcements
VI, Outside reading
Frequencies of grrors in Themes
A study of the themes of thirty-sir students
who comprised two English classes.

A collection of 371

themes written hy these students was examined.

The

percentage of the findings ran as follows:
Spelling

24,26

Diction .

15,70

Relation and Reference

10*71

The Terb. . . •
Punctuation
...•••
.
M ,
Mechanics • • • • • • • • • • • •
Shaping of sentences. ..••••
Thought

• •

Q 03
6*82
2 75

• • • • • • • • * •
,

0»5S

. . .

0.29

Paragraph
«
Case • • • . .

. . .

Conclusions:
First, It must be stated, that the study
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conoerned almost entirely with the form in whieh thought
is expressed rather than with such matters as exaotness,
clearness, originality, et cetera.
1.

The student does not seem to be as well-grounded in
grammar as he should be, and does not seem to possess
much knowledge of the structure of tha sentence.

2.

The major problems seem to be fundamentals:

spelling,

diction, relation, and reference, the verb, and punot»

nation.
3.

The paragraph seems to offer comparatively little
difficulty, and a study of case, apparently, is not
greatly needed.
»

X

w

*

«•

*•

*

*

k

Sentence Analysis
For the sake of clearness and simplicity the
k

t

«-

»

following plan is followed:
1»

The man who is false to present duty breaks
in the loom, and he will see the defect when the weav
log of a lifetime is unrolled.
This is a compound sentenoe.

Tnd operant

o

first member—The man who breaks the thread in the loom
Dependent olauae—"who is false to present d
(Adjective clause modifying "man ) •
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Seoond independent olause—"he will see the defeot.
Dependent Clause—"When the weaving of a lifetime
is unrolled" (adverbial olause modifying "will see").
Some educators deny that the study of grammar makes
the slightest difference in the speech of people who
have always lived in good society. This is a
sentence that is complex.
Independent olause of the first member—"Some
educators deny".
Dependent olause—"that the study of grammar makes
the slightest difference".
"This" is used as a noun clause object of deny—
"who" is an adjective olause modifying people.
Classify according to form and use the phrases in the
following sentences:
"The captain began to describe his Hie in ^ 10
West Indies: and he did talk about it for a few
minutes but soon branched off upon something else."
"To describe his life" is an infinitive phraoa
used as a noun object of verb began.
"In the West Indies" used as an adjective modi
fying "life".
"about" and "for a few minutes are prepositional
phrases used as adverbs modifying "did talk
"Upon something else" is a prepositional phrase
used as an adverb modifying"branch"•
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suggestions for Remedial Spelling

Sometimes it is a real proposition to teaoh a

retarded child to spell. Many times such a child has
absolutely no ear for sound, hut still he must he taught
to spell if he is to take his place in the world. Fortunately
he has senses other than the sense of hearing, and while
you are striving to develop a sense of sound, use the sense
of sight. Have the child pronounce the words in his spell
ing lesson, then have him listen while you pronounce them.
Be careful to enunciate distinctly so that each letter may
be heard. This will quicken his sense of hearing. If
there should be a silent letter in a word he should be
made acquainted with it. Say, "You oun*t hear

in

this

word. *s« has a sore throat and does not feel like talk
ing Just now.

As he cannot talfc, we will call him a

letter." silent letters will puzsle the child for a while,
but after

a time he will accept them as a patter

- Hemedial spelling—An experiment -

The teachers in all the classes had directe
written work.
attention to misspelled words in their reg
A*

Fupils were required to keep lUta of words.
the basis of the attack on their shortoo
**3 individual, and at best, incidental.

vjhioh furnished
instruction
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- Experiment Construction of a spelling test—

First, students who were deficient in fundamental
spelling ware placed in corrective spelling groups.

A

surrey was made with a test of words whioh were selected
cm the basis of several scientifically constructed spelling
lists. Two forms of the tests were made; the second one,
Form B, to be used at the end of the training period.

The nature of the test may be inferred from the
directions and the first five items of Form A:
Directions—As

the words are pronounced by the teacher,

write them in the blanks at the right side of the page.

Do

not fill the blanks In the sentences, which are given to
help you understand the spelling words.

Bo your very best

on this test, and try to make a perfect score.
1» The boy is

late.

-

2. There is no _____ between the sentences.

-

. r o o m was filled.
It is an

~

meeting.

5» We shall return on

•

~~

(The five words used with these illustrative sentenoes
"sometimes", "connection", "entire", "import..
"Saturday",)

»
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The test was tried out with seventy-five high
sohool students.

The English teaohora administered the

teats in their own classes in accordance with carefully
formulated written directions.

The Freslsuen who spelled

leas than eighty-eight percent of the words correctly,
and the sub-Freshmen (seventh grade) whose percentage was
selected for the group of corrective spelling.
;
r'

- Procedure for Corrective

ork -

I* Three sheetsof direot5.ons for study and fifteen sheets
containing 1,500 words were distributed.

II. Individual instruction for remainder of period, or
supervised study hour held.

III. Training in this manner for thirteen weeks.
17. Pre-test on blocks of 125 words for eight weeks, and
blocks of one hundred words far five weeks.

Fin

y»

checkup test, Form B.
Results s
«"»« tansht by the group method
The two groups of pupil© taugn* y
- »4«t» thirteen weeks
®flde approximately one year's progv^s*-9 x l"
using one class

hour per week.
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Spelling Device

If the spellers get "down in the dump" cheer them
up with a comic song such as the "Bear went over the
Mountain" •
in spelling.

Then let the students play that they are hears
Draw a row of mountain peaks on the hoard, for

example, fire for a week.

The hardest lessons are repre

sented by the highest peeks.

If the hears miss a word in

spelling they haven*t been over the mountain.

All who do

not miss a word write on a slip of paper what they saw on
the other side of the mountain and drop them in a box to
be opened at the end of the week and read.
writes his nams on his slip.

L'aoh child

Those who make 500 score are

stars in the Big Dipper constellation which is drawn over
the mountain peaks.
rhe

The Big Dipper is sometimes celled

Great Bear; the Little Dipper the Small Bear.

story of the Dipper Bears may be told.
runs thus:
The bear went over the mountain,
The bear went over the mountain
The bear went over tho mountain,
To see what he could see
When he was helf way up,
When ho was half way up,
When he was half way,
He was neither up nor down.

The

The boars* song
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Repeat the first verse for chorus, neoaing the
ptaks is fun.

Suggested names:

Mt. Try Hard; Mt. Up;

Ht. Dare Tou; et cetera.
In the stanza, "when he was half way up**, **Ee
saw

" some difficult word may he supplied here.

Choral Speech
The underlying thought in an experiment of
Ihoral Speaking is that if the

.nglish language is properly

spoken, it is as beautiful as music, since the speaking
roiee has an ever wider range than the singing voice.

In

school it may be used as a means to improve diction, in
«hich oase the conductor need not be concerned with con
•liming the work for a long period of time.

?he chief

purpose would be to help the students "find themselves

A speaking ohoir may

organized, composed of

juplle who will derote themselves yeer after year to this
-orit with no other aim than that of fittins themselves for
the' interpretation of lyrle and dramatic verse and f
lolight they receive from verse speaking.

In

3Uoh

the conductor can make experiments in the way of harmonizing voices and in blending of
.
forming of undercurrents to t

A 4 ^-Parent

rhythms or in the

®ain stream of sound,
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Dr. R. R. Maogregor, Head of the Department of
HSglish in the x'unsaa State College, lias taken an active
part and in the Introduction and production of a speech
choir in Vila. Pickens Training School.

The pupils in the

8fch, 9th, and 10th grades were told the history of choral
speeeh, acme of its possibilities, and the benefits that
might be derived by pupils as members of the choir.

A

disoussion followed and selected poems were read to
explain the plan.

At the conclusion, pupils were asked

to Join the new experiment.

Thirty volunteered.

Boys and girls were given copies of two poems and
the rest of the group were given check sheets.

Two teachers

cheoked for more accurate placements.
The voices were tested and grouped in four sectionslight voices, medium light, medium heavy, and heavy.

For

convenience, they were numbered and placed in the chorus
thus:

4
Heavy
3
Medium Heavy
prom the number tested,
chosen that would blend together

8
Medium Light

Light
twenty fi»© voices were
in chorus-work.
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Suggested poems to be used:

Poe• • • • • • • • • • • • «The Bells
Alfred Noyes « • • • • * » . T h e B a r r e l - O r g a n
S h &kespeare

• • • • • • • •Blow, Blow, Tbou 'inter
Wind

Daly, T. A

Carlotta

Lindsay, Vaohel* • • • • • *The Congo
Tennyson

Sweet and Low

Hoyes1 Alfred

Highwayman

Brownlas, Robert

Crossing the Bar

Hesefleld, John

Sea Fever
.Canadian
Boat Song
v >

Moore, Thomas

•••••••

0
000
0

PART 1X1
STUDITS, METHODS, DEVICES
AND TECHNIQUES
FOR
T&ACHINO LITERATURE

0
OOO
0
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k suggested Outline for a Course in American Literature

Objectives:
1. To enlist Immediate interest in the student In American
literature cf the pest by beginning with that of today.
2. To open windows of fresh breezes on American literature
as a whole.
3. To foster a lore for reading with insight of all bv? es
of American literature.
4. To Interpret the American spirit as portrayal to

Amer-

loan literature.
5. To dlsoorer father truth la heauty to the American
scene.
6. To show that the modem American is a product of
puritanic and pioneering ancestry*
7. To plunge the student into controversial issues rai
by his readings in American literat ts
8. To discuss the ohanges—growth? to

Amerlo

es shown to our literature—religion, sooial, an

aesthetioal.

thflt
hh-school courses that
9. To avoid all overlapping with ' ° "

the student may have had.
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— Philosophical Assumptions —

That the chief purpose of a course in literature is
to increase the student's eagerness to read with
greater zest and understanding.
That undue emphasis on mere details {author's life,
far example) is of similar importance to the use of
commas in a paragraph.
That spirit is superior to matter.
That enjoyment should not be suffocated under a
blanket of negatively critical analysis.
That humor in literature has a place equal to that
of serious writing.

That extensive reading pays higher dividends than does
intensive.
That frank discussions and honest opinions freely ex

ohanged in oless build a firm foundation for oritioal
appreciation by t'le student.
That prose and poetry should be treated together.

- Criteria of Selection of Content Appeal to student in high school.
* « «<WLs and attitudes to
Value in clarifying American i

-50, Guide in interpreting his contemporary problems.
, Aid in interesting him in all types of American
literature (novel, poetry, biography, essay, and
drama)•
• opportunity for self-expression of his own ideas,
ft, Stimulation of his own ideas.
7, Stewards and models for his evaluating current
literature.
Baauty anc mastery of style for his emulation.

8#

9. America and Americans, the subject of all reading
and discussion.

- Methods of procedure 1.

-discovery of varies

Inductive procedure of

self

through discussions of

issues

and sharing of good

lines by the group.

2. Individualized reading closely allies to
. own choice•
3. Conferences of instructor and student for f*»*
stimulation of both.
4. So dally assignments.

at any

5. No formal notebook to be graded by ins.,-

6. Original Informal dramatlzatloos^aplr
dlsouaslons or by personal reading (f

^
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"Hawthorne Meets 3inolair Lewis"# or "The Tarn Joel
Ohandlar Harris Never Told").

- Difficulties of CJiving Course -

1, Historical sequence broken.

1
Z, Omission of traditional writers, such as Longfellow,
Poe, Tm«rson, Holmes,.littler, and others.

3. Selaotlon of oontent dependent on personal choice of
*
>
lnstruotor, with freedom within eaoh section for
individual pupil ohoioe.
4. Greater emphasis plaoed on modem, literature.
5. Sufficient library equipment for this parallel treat
ment.
- conclusions 1. Strength and weakness of puritanistic influence in
American literature.
3. Rise and deellne of New England as literary center of
4

America.
3. Colonial aonplex.s as factors in American llteratura.
4. Rlsa of nationalism as seen in American lite
5. Rise of New York as a literary cenuer.
&• Development of American humor.

i
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7, Rise at the Wsst as a literary influence.
0. toergenoe of the modern woman in American literature.
9. Tiaergence of drama

in America.

10* Growth of realism in American literature.
11. Social change in the •uaerioan home and its consequent
%

effect on American ideals.

0
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-53SOTelopment of Readers (Suggestjcm « \

Set proper environment:
1, Place books at student *s disposal,
2. Use bullet inboard for interesting clippings.

3. Gire teams an opportunity to compete on compiling scrapbooks for the class,
4. Gire credit for teams contributing most to scrap-book.
5*

Bare reading motto, for example, "Be Observant

6, Let objective tests follow reading reports regularly.
When the teacher discovers the particular subject
which interests each student, then she should suggest
books along the lines in which the child is interested.
Information tests should be given often to test
the students* knowledge of famous characters of literature.

Outline for
I. Presentation:
the poem aloud onoe al one,
Teacher read over 1
and then with the class.
H. Analysis:

Dissection of poem
phrases, et cetera.

and study of difficult words

-54HI. Rtorganization
17, "The New Whole"—(Poea)
Study as dissected and recited on in class.
How to Use the Modern Short Story
I. Introduction—Teacher

n.

Prooedure

A. Mimeographed list of some twenty or thirty short
stories taken from recent editions of well-known
magazines, auoh as, Harper's, American Mercury,
Atlantic Monthly, The Bookman, Scribner's, The
Forun.
B. Comment on authors and stories on list. (Gives
pupils idea of the story which may appeal to
them.)
III. Reports made on stories
A. Questioned on
1. plot
2. style
3. characterization
d. atmosphere
1?. Comparison of previous storie- r
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and's Experimental School Library
Lures

Students to Literature

The library is an ordinary classroom#

In this

school, the Kt. Auburn School, students or® not given a
few pases eaeh day to he learned or memorised.

Instead,

they originate units of work which take several weeks or
months to develop*

in each unit there are problems to

he solved. For eld in solving them they are directed to
the school library.

In one particular grade, the students

were discussing -St. Patrick's Pay".
hook club.

This group was a

The members were seated In a semx-eircle,

prasldont and seoretary sitting at a table at one end of
the seni-cirole.
Useusslon.

An Irish writer of folklore was under

One student saw® a summary of the wri

life, whloh she had obtained from "Who's Who" in the
library.

Many stories of the writer were -.vlet

various members

of the olub.

one of the nain object ve,

was that of being able to lntroduse stories with or
.lity, and not the traditional "once upon a time".
yv«» the reviewers stopped a
feature noted was that some
'
stories, end suggest®4 th interesting points of the*
their list ners read it for themselves.
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Outllne for Teaching Classics
- Sea:Trie—"Idylls of the King" -

I. Facts of Tennyson fa life
A*

Birth date, place

B.

Childhood
1.

School life

C. Illanhood
p. Period of creative rnxrk
B. Death
F.

personal characteristics

n. Influence of Victorian Age upon Tennyson's poetry,
III. Preliminary study for pupils
A.

Readings from "Morte D 'Arthur'" hy Mallory

B.

Discussion of Arthurian legends.

0.

Read some of Tennyson's shorter poems
1.

Memorize some favorite aelootion from hie

(

works.
D. Study of chivalry in the Middle Ages
IV.

Background and preparation for writing

The

of the King"
V. symbolism in the selection, for example
A.

«+««<*«i for supreme hope of mankind,
King Arthur stands ror sup
striving for its idea*

57-

H. Setting
VII. Charaotera
TIH» Plot—Based on the ooming of sin into an ideal world,
H. Summary

0
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Outline for Teaching of Literary Select ions
by the Contract

Plan

- rample—"Vision of Sir Launf&l* -

First Day:- Introduction
Contract I
1.

Historical background
a.

Dates, period

b.

Discussion of facts in selection (questions)

Contract II
1*

Can you tell about King Arthur and his knights?

8*

Whet is a knight?

Contract III
Life of Lowell
i

Second Day

*

Contract I
1* What is a musing organist?
8. V/hat does list mean?
S.

fervor to this poem?
What givoa the hope and terv

4. What are auroral flashes?
Contract II

„ u „ R?
1. What is lie ant by !!»•
toueh.•.dream.

«

4a the

'^rhen ia tne
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Contract IH

1, Sxplein lines 11 - 12
"Daily with r.ouls...know it not."
Third Day:Contract I

1. What is the beggar taxed for?
2. What is the meaning of dross?
3.

How much does Lowell say one ounce of dross costs?

4.

what alone is given away?

5.

What price is set on the summer?

Contract H

Explain lines 25 - 28
"At the devil's ••.souls taskin."
Contract HI
Leern lines 21 - S2, -Berth gets its prlee...poorest
coiner."
Fourth Day:Contract I
1.

when do perfect days come?

2.

What does heaven do then?

3.

How does she do this?

4.

What do we hear then?

Contract II

i

-oo1, explain lines 39-42
"Trary clod.,.grass and flowers."
Contract III

1. Laarn lines 33-42
"what is so rare.• .grass and flowers."
Fifth Day:Contraot I
1.

What is a ohalloe?

2. Where does the little "bird sit?
Gontraot II
1. What season of the year do lines 57 - 60 tell of?
2.

Conptire the heart to the season.

Gontraot ill
1. How oen we tell tfcet spring and sunner are near?
(Lines 61 - 79)
The outline continues through the twenty-fifth
tar in the above shown procedure.
the general review begins; on the

On the

twnnty-fmh

giTen. 3cane questions asked are:
1. This selection was written by
2. It is a story of the young
3. As he left the castle he 3avt

twenty-second

a

day

day a test is
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Explain how and wily w® crust help the needy and practice

the Christian graces.
Note:

This plen or edits pupils when work is perfectly
done as follows:
Contract I...

80$

Contract II.. 10$
Contract III.

0
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10$

A Survey Teat on American Literature

In the "blanks before the name of each of those
sfleotlons write the name of its author.
_______ 1*

America the Beautiful#

2. The Man of the Forest.
_______ 3»

Silent Places.

4#

Captain Blood.

5. The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Game
6. "Ebon Eolden
7. To Have and to Hold
8. Richard Carvell
9. The Age of Innocence
JLO. Seventeen
11. The Covered Wagon
12. Ship in the Desert
13. Tom Sawyer
14. Uncle Ramus
JL5.

The Rise of Silas Lapham

16. The Luck of Roaring CsPP
_17.

The Oregon Trail

JL8. Walden
19. Little VJomen
_80. The Hooaler schoolmaster
21.

Oldtown Folks
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2£.

Twice-Told Tales

23.

The American Scholar

24.

Pioneers

2b.

Concord ryian

26.

Song of the Chattahoochee

_27.

Old Ironsides

28.

The Biglow Papers

29.

Snowbound

30.

Mangel ine

31. The Gold Bug
38.

The Spy

_35*

Thamtopsi3

_34. F.i
35.

Van Winkle

"onders of the Invisible World
Multiple-Choice

Underline the correct responses
55. The great ienerioan epic 1. <!«££)?' ^anSSlin<"
Blmtha, The Balled of Hethan Hale).
57. The eo eall.d "Eooaier Poet- *ae (SUe*. ^leeton.
Thort er, ITarte)*
+
eViefly for his (mystery tales,
38. Edgar Allen Foe is
hunor, upright example, songs).
39. "Voices of the Right- was written by (Riley, ?°e,
Tdnarson, Longfellow).
Icind40.

"Thauatopsia" is a poes
ness, shewing the vaxue
love).

aithful^friendship, about
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41, The American author noted for his essays was (Bryant,

Emerson, Pee, Whitman).

42, The first notable American novelist was (Cooper,
Herts, Partonan, Mark Twain).
43, The first period in American literature is known as
the (Puritan period, Jamestown period, Colonial
period, Cavalier period).
*

AA

^evolutionary period of American literature ended
about the year (1000, 1765, 1850, 1790).

45. One of the roost interesting of our historians of early
days is ("ells, Partanan, Catton, Mather, Cooper).

for Scoring 1. Katherine Lee Bates

17. Francis Parkman

2. Zanc C-ray

18. David Thoreau

5. Stewart Edward Ah.ite

19. Louisa M. Aloott

4. Rafael Sabatini

20.

5. John For, Jr.

6. Irving Bacheller
7. Mary Johnson
8. Winston Chruchill
9. Edith Wharton
10. Booth Tarkington
11. Emerson Hough
12* Joaquin Miller
13. Mark Twain (Cle»«as)
14. J. chandler Harris
15. Wm. D. Howells
16. Bret Hart©

Edward "Sggleston

21. Harriet Beecher Stowe
22. Nathaniel Fawthornc
23. Emerson
24. Whitman
25.

person

26. Sidney Lanier
27. Holmes
88. Lowell
29. Whittier
low
30. Longfel

31. po©
32.

Cooper

-6b-

33.

van. Cullen Bryant

34.

Washington Irving

35.

Cotton Mather

36.

Hiawatha

37.

Riley

38.

Mystery tales

39.

Longfellow

40.

About death

41.

TSmeraon

42.

Cooper

43.

Colonial

44.

1800

45.

Farlanaxi

0
000
o
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